SOLUTIONS BRIEF:
KEYWORDS AUDIO SERVICES IN FRANCE
DELIVER QUALITY AUDIO CONTENT TO LOCAL PLAYERS
At Keywords Studios, we realise that your players expect the best quality and most accurate localization when
it comes to your game’s audio content.
We also understand that challenges such as technical defects, poor casting, inferior sound and below-par
direction and performances can be the difference between your game being a commercial success or not.
That’s why we offer leading publishers and developers quality voiceover and dubbing services, at the best value
possible.

A proven track record working with leading industry client partners
Keywords Audio Localization services can support you with international production through our network of
local facilities with fully-owned, state-of-the-art studios in key strategic territories.
Working across all major video games platforms and genres, we can help you identify the best solutions for your
project and can tailor deliverables specific to your requirements.
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From our offices and on-site recording studio in Paris, we collaborate with some of the leading developers,
publishers and providers in video games, media and entertainment including EA, Ubisoft, Rockstar Games,
Warner Bros. and Epic Games.
We offer you true localization, creating native experiences by in-housing the complete range of recording services
within our newly opened facilities including:

PRODUCTION &
LOCALIZATION

CASTING SERVICES

EDITING & MIXING

AS REC SCRIPTS

We are passionate about your games
A highly dedicated and flexible team of linguistic project managers combines vast localization expertise,
knowledge of CAT tools and deep passion for languages and video games. Our internal voice directors
ensure coherence and care for the delivery of your project.
We also leverage a network of quality freelancers with a deep knowledge of video games and who
provide quality translations and support direction if needed. Finally, through our GDPR-compliant
casting tool, you can access our network of more than 1500 talents.
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Full end-to-end recording services
Working across all major video games platforms and genres, we can help you identify the best solutions for your
project and can tailor deliverables specific to your requirements. Our studios in Paris have been rebuilt with the
future in mind using state-of-the-art technologies.
We tailor our equipment to your needs, offering two recording configurations in our eleven recording booths:
in-auditorium and in-control-room plus booth. With varying sizes, we can provide a solution adapted to your
requirements for the best possible combination and optimal results. Thanks to Dante, we can easily
route audio signal anywhere and work over distance but also switch each studio from 2.0 stereo to
multichannel broadcasting for 5.1 mixing.

WHAT WE OFFER

WHAT IT PROVIDES

HOW YOU BENEFIT

11 recording booths,
from 23m² to 5m²

State-of-the-art technology and
versatility for all your recording needs

Unparalleled technical quality
and versatility for any
localization requirement

Centralised, on-site audio production
covering all steps in our own premises

A single point of contact for all
audio assets

Streamlined project management,
with Keywords coordinating our teams
on your behalf

GDPR-compliant casting tool

Access to 1500+ talents

Best-in-class quality of voice
performances for your games

25+ years of expertise in
video games and linear dubbing

High-end results for all project
whether big or small

Peace of mind that your intellectual
property is in safe, proven hands

Ensure your games are free from
cultural inaccuracies and bugs
Adding localization QA can help ensure the
highest-quality native version of your games.
Our global Localization QA service line can be
seamlessly integrated with our translation teams,
allowing you to interface with project managers
in your time zone.
You can benefit from the fastest turnarounds
for your project thanks to the synchronized
effort of our teams. We eliminate the need for
you to work across multiple time zones, thanks
to our distributed, follow-the-sun model. This
allows us to test 24 hours a day, with Keywords
coordinating our global teams on your behalf.

Are you ready to deliver quality voiceover or dubbing content to your audiences?
Enter your details on our website to get a proposal for your project
ABOUT KEYWORDS STUDIOS
With studios around the world, Keywords Studios is a leading technical and creative services provider for global
video games and beyond. With locations in Asia, the Americas and Europe, Keywords Studios has a breadth
and depth in multiple industry-leading service lines including Art, Game Development, Audio, Functionality QA,
Localization, Localization QA and Player Support. Working across all major platforms, in more than 50 different
languages, Keywords Studios delivers support for its clients across the globe.
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